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In Memoriam

A

ngus McKenzie, AES fellow, died of cancer on January 14, in the UK. He was 72
years old.
Born in 1933 in Maida Vale, his
family moved to various addresses in
Hampstead and St. John’s Wood. He
was educated at St. Paul’s School.
His interests developed along the
lines of electronics, music, astronomy, mathematics, and chemistry. His
parents soon found their house wired
for sound, so that classical music
could be fed into every room. From
an early age Angus sight was a problem, and he lost the use of his right
eye when he was 16. It was wrenching for him to have to give up chemistry, probably his main subject at
that time. However, his interest in
music and recording developed
apace, and he enrolled at Imperial
College studying for an electronics
degree. Once more, because of vision
problems, he was unable to complete
the course of study.
In the 1950s, as a member of an
Anglo/Hungarian cultural society, he
went to help refugees at the time of
the Hungarian Revolution. He was
stationed at the border at Gussing,
and witnessed many traumatic sights.
He also helped in deciding which
countries refugees should go to.
Returning home, he worked at a
recording studio in the North End
Road and soon opened Olympic
Sound Studios near Baker Street. Early clients included Steve Race and
Frankie Vaughan. In the recording of
Josh McCrae’s “Messing About on
the River,” the splashy water effects
were Angus with a cup in a bucket of
water, and a finger pulled sharply out
of his cheek provided the “pop” for
one of the first Birds Eye pea commercials. Using his studio premises,
he founded the Cultural Society of the
Disabled, running monthly social
meetings or concerts, and obtaining
discounts for members on electrical
goods.
He married Fiona in 1959. His eye
problems worsened, and he shortly
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lost the sight in his left eye. He, nevertheless, became the first blind member of Mensa, via a specially designed
test and also obtained his amateur
radio license.
His children, Kirsty, Robert, and
Margaret, were born in the 60s. In
that same decade the studio closed on
the termination of the lease on the
building. Angus then opened Roundabout Records in St. John’s Wood,
and a second branch in Hendon. He
was beginning to write articles in
audio magazines and radio reviews
for Hi Fi News; the latter turned into
a regular monthly column. At first his
comments were not entirely welcome
within the BBC, but later they were
viewed as constructive criticism, and
he made friends within the BBC. He
also made recordings at the house in
Finchley and on location.
This recording side developed into
testing and reviewing hi fi and amateur radio equipment, with a laboratory in the back of the house, and the
employment of engineers. Many
Tonmeister students from Surrey
University spent their industrial year
with Angus. Eventually Angus
McKenzie Laboratories became the
main hi fi testing laboratory for the
publication Hi-Fi Choice and for the
Consumers’ Association. The house
would fill up with tape recorders or
amplifiers or whatever was being
tested. He performed what may have
been the only comparative testing of
brands of audio cassettes. The company also made many commercially
released recordings.
His resolve to use his skills to help
equip other blind people to overcome
the challenges of life led to the award
of an MBE in 1979. He also became a
fellow of both the Institute of Electronic Engineers and the Audio Engineering Society. He became skilled in
the use of computers, using voice
synthesis to read texts. He devised
audio metering techniques in which
the “display” was audible pitch.
Relaxation was amateur radio, and
the rotating aerials over the house,

and the mast in the garden, could be
seen from miles away. He transmitted
on every band, and “George 3 Oscar
Sierra Sierra” was a well-known call
sign. He also enjoyed a wide range of
scientific, astronomical, and railway
magazines. He may have been the
only blind member of the British
Astronomical Association.
His marriage ended in 1989, and
with typical dedication Angus threw
himself into the acquisition of new
skills. He mastered Braille, learned to
cook, and tackled long cane mobility.
When he was deemed sufficiently
able to go out alone, he qualified for a
guide dog, and Simon, a Golden
Retriever, came to live with him.
Angus became a well-known speaker
and fund raiser for Guide Dogs, first
with Simon and then with his successor, Ward.
With his knowledge of audio engineering, he became involved in the
technical aspects of talking books for
the blind. Carrying on his determination that the visually impaired should
not be at a disadvantage, in 1994 he
produced a cassette guide to the London Underground, using sound clues
to help blind people negotiate the
baffling maze of tunnels, platforms,
and escalators. This was available
free of charge to all blind people
across the capital.
In recent years Angus greatly valued the fellowship found in Freemasonry, in the 8040 Radio Fraternity
Lodge, and in the Old Pauline
Lodge. He was also an active member of Rotary, The Hampstead Scientific Society, British Astronomical
Society, Radio Society of Great
Britain, and the RNIB.
Angus’ family, now including
granddaughters Sarah and Emma, and
friends, have been saddened by the
sudden onset last spring of the cancer
that overwhelmed him. He will be
remembered and missed by very
many people who have known him
through his various activities.
—Fiona McKenzie with additions
by Kenneth Gundry, long-time friend.
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More Ripping
Yarns

One of the funniest incidents that
happened to me some years ago,
came a the result of two or three
evenings worth of concentrated activity on 10m when had been
beaming south. The following morning after this activity, I had gone
I

asked what the problem was. She
was told that an automatic garage
door opener had been fitted in a
house some days earlier, and his
customer had complained that two
evenings before he had come home
in

his car and opened the doors

Angus McKenzie, G3OSS, provides a few more
anecdotes from the back pages of his logbook.

. .

abroad on business, but during the
day my wife was visited by a very
irate and rather large builder who
claimed to have been doing some
work in the next road. In a bruiser
type of voice he asked if there was

radio ham transmitting in the
place. My wife quite politely said
a

that there was, to be followed by a
command to ---- stop transmitting.

My wife maintained her cool and
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automatically from it, had parked
the car inside and then closed it to
find it open the next morning. The
following evening, after the same
process, the 'builder' gave the
following description, as from his
client:- "Up, down, up , down, up,
down, every
five minutes with
---- grinding noises," etc etc. Quite
clearly, the equipment was using
the 27MHz band which was then

completely illegal, and uncomfortably close to 28MHz! Can you just
see the garage door opening and

closing every five minutes which
corresponded to my overs on
10m!! This really did happen, and I

am not inventing it. Indeed, on
mentioning the fact to the Home
think they laughed more
than I've ever heard them laugh
Office,

before,

I

finally

commenting that

they would fix the householder
concerned if and when they filled in
the Radio interference form which
my wife had suggested should be
filled in as a parting shot to the
enormous bruiser!

There are some stories that
may appear very doubtful, but

which are completely true,

and

perhaps one of the most amazing
ones, is the time that broke into
my neighbour's burglar alarm. Just
I
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how can

an

amateur

radio

transmission get into a burglar
alarm and create a problem? At one
o'clock in the morning, I had a QSO

on 80m with a friend, and had just
finished when my wife came
through to say the whole place was
surrounded with police
On looking through our bedroom window,
a black maria and two police cars
could be seen, together with hairy
police dogs and coppers
everywhere. One came to the back
door, and explained that the whole
area was surrounded and that they
were looking for an intruder, as a
result of a 999 call. We were both
.

.

very puzzled, and frankly, rather
scared, particularly when the
policeman requested a search of
our premises, finding nothing of
course. After perhaps half an hour,
the pandemonium died down and

there was just my neighbour remaining looking incredibly puzzled,

in his dressing gown by the back
door telling my wife that he
couldn't understand it. He had been

in bed with his wife upstairs, and
their very young child had been fast
asleep in another room, when they

all woke up as they heard some
noise. The child later claimed that
there had been a large doggy in her

bedroom, while my two friendly
neighbours

had

heard

burglars'

voices downstairs. The husband
got out of bed, and looked for the
nearest blunt instrument, and crept

to the top of the stairs whilst his
XYL disappeared under the sheets
with the telephone and whispered
to Scotland Yard that they had in-

out of the miniature speaker at full
volume, thus sounding like an intruder downstairs to sleepy people
upstairs! Of course I was incredibly
embarrassed, but both the police

and the Home Office thought it a
huge joke, although the burglar
alarm people did get fairly cross.
The large dog in the bedroom will
still remain a mystery!

Going mobile
Mobile operators are always
having interesting experiences, and
in the days of AM on the HF bands
one heard the most amazing tales

of amateurs passing a gymkhana
and hearing their voices booming

out over the tannoy system and

tion finding methods. He was able
to tell us that we should drive north

through the farm and then im-

making various remarks which
greatly disturbed the gymkhana
organisers! suppose the funniest
incident that happened to me

mediately turn left, and at the top

though, while mobile, was when

were fairly sure which was North,
and so my wife drove as directed,
but the ground was getting soggier
and more grassy, eventually with

I

my wife and I were trying to find a

very high point in the old Welsh
county of Montgomeryshire in
1961. We had found an old disused farm with gates either end of it,
with a track going right through the
farm, but we realised that we were
completely lost and time was running a little short. After many calls,
we eventually raised G4LU, Stan,
in Oswestry, Shropshire, who took
bearing on us and who was able to
give us an approximate position. He
contacted two other friends on 2m,
and with the help of an ordnance
survey map, managed to locate our
exact position using normal direc-

a
track turn right onto an
unclassified road which eventually

of

led up to a very high point. We

no sign of a track at all. We stopped
our Standard Companion estate car

in the middle of a field of cows,
scratched our heads, and drove all
the way down again, while remaining in

contact with G4LU, who

eventually twigged that we had indeed got South and North mixed

up. After this rather hair raising
adventure, we eventually did find
the correct way, and managed to
work many stations who had not
heard anyone in Montgomeryshire
before, on 2M.

truders. The police asked her to
speak up, so she whispered louder,
giving her name and address which
resulted in the police arriving. They

must have thought they were a
house of lunatics, but I knew them
to be very level headed folk and so I

suggested that it might have been

my amateur radio. The following
morning, I discovered that indeed it

was, for the alarm had a minute
audio IC in it feeding a very small
loudspeaker which was designed to

make a hooting noise when the
system had been set, properly, but
not completely turned on. The pro-

blem was that the audio IC and
miniature

speaker

(only

around

2cms) was always live, and only
the hooter section was muting, and

so my voice was picked up on
80m, rectified in the normal way at
the input and a garbling noise came
HAM RADIO TODAY JANUARY 1984
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My early mobile installation on
2M included a Withers halo on the
top end of a metal rod which used
to slide down behind the hinges of
the back doors of the estate car. It
always struck me as amazing how
Tom Withers' halos seemed to remain shiny and bright, and looked
brand, spanking new for years. It

was not for 10 years or so that

I

eventually found out what in reality
had been happening, surprisingly
regularly. Every few weeks my wife
would forget that the halo was up,

and would drive into our garage,
and just before coming to a halt
would hear once again the expensive crunching noise heralding the
destruction of yet another halo.
This was invariably followed by my
wife making a fast trip to Withers'
original factory in North Enfield,
where apparently she got a good
exchange deal of new for old, being
easily Withers' best customer for
halos. At the time, rather a strain
on the housekeeping!

Accidents can happen
There are some occasions when it

can be very embarrassing to be
transmitting inadvertently.

I

can

well remember twenty years ago
one amateur who had very bad
asthma as well as an incredibly loud
parrot (which used to over -

modulated like hell) and who was

given a bottle of scotch on New
Year's Eve. He drank the entire bot-

tle over a three hour period, as all
good Welshmen do, followed by
the loudest final I have ever heard,
his speech becomming more and
more slurred and wheezy followed
by a bump and happy snoring. The
following morning, he was
discovered still snoring by his rig
which was still transmitting happily.

My own terrifying moment
came when twenty years ago, my
lovely fluffy white cat switched on
my transmitter with her back left
foot, and when I came home I proceeded to have a slight disagree-

ment with my mother-in-law just
outside the shack, not realising the
rig

was

on!

long,

Before

my

telephone rang and a friendly local
amateur warmed me to what was
happening, amid much loud
laughter from his end.
We can all do quite ridiculous
things at times, and can be as
stupid as anybody. So now you can
all have a laugh at my expense if
I

I
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admit to something really crazy.

I

used to have a Withers crystal controlled valve converter for 2m

whose output used to be plugged
into my normal receiver. One day I
commenced loading up on 14MHz,
into what I thought was my aerial,
but the anode load and tune controls seemed to be in very strange
positions indeed. After a short
while, there was a most expensive
smell coming from the gear which

turned out to be my Withers converter going up in smoke as I was
attempting to tune up 100W of RF
into its output stage, back to front
as it were. The manufacturer said
he had never seen one of his converters in such a mess before but
perhaps a few readers have even

more crazy stories to tell! Has
anyone heard of anybody loading
up the overhead power cable of a
disused tram line anywhere on top
band yet?

On one Scottish holiday, while
mobile near Loch Lomond, we stop-

ped to transmit in a village, attrac-

ting the attention of a couple of
small boys. Soon they were sitting

in the back of the car, eating our
toffees. It was a good location, and
I decided to amaze them with a tour
of the furthest points of the globe.
No reaction from the lads, so when

the toffees were finished, said
brightly, "well, what did you think
of that?". A pause for reflection,
and the more talkative of the two
I

said, "Can ya no get France?".
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Amateur Radio, August 1983 - Angus McKenzie Laboratory and Calrec mixing desk

